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Settled Land Act 1925
1925 CHAPTER 18

PART I

GENERAL PRELIMINARY PROVISIONS.

Trustees of Settlement.

33 Continuance of trustees in office, and as to certain compound settlements.

(1) Where any persons have been appointed or constituted trustees of a settlement,
whether by an order of the court or otherwise, or have by reason of any power of sale,
or trust for sale, or by reason of a power of consent to, or approval of, the exercise
of a power of sale, or by virtue of this Act, or otherwise at any time become trustees
of a settlement for the purposes of the Settled Land Acts, 1882 to 1890, or this Act,
then those persons or their successors in office shall remain and be trustees of the
settlement as long as that settlement is subsisting or deemed to be subsisting for the
purposes of this Act.

In this subsection " successors in office " means the persons who, by appointment or
otherwise, have become trustees for the purposes aforesaid.

(2) Where settled land is or has been expressed to be disposed of under a compound
settlement of which trustees were appointed by the court, and the capital money (if
any) arising on the disposition is or was paid to the persons who by virtue of the
order or any subsequent appointment appear to be or to have been the trustees of
that settlement, and where the person by or on whose behalf the disposition is or was
made is or was the tenant for life or statutory owner of the land disposed of under an
instrument mentioned in the order as constituting part of such compound settlement
(in this subsection called " the principal instrument ") then the title of the person to
whom the disposition is made shall not be impeachable on the ground—

(a) that the instruments mentioned in the order did not constitute a compound
settlement; or
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(b) that those instruments were not all the instruments at the date of the order or
of the disposition constituting the compound settlement of the land disposed
of; or

(c) that any of the instruments mentioned in the order did not form part of the
settlement of the land disposed of, or had ceased to form part of the settlement
at the date of the disposition ;

but nothing in this subsection shall prejudice the rights of any person in respect of any
estate, interest or charge under any instrument existing at the date of the order and
not mentioned therein which would not have been overreached if the disposition had
been made by or on behalf of the tenant for life or statutory owner under the principal
instrument as such, and there had been trustees of that instrument for the purposes of
the Settled Land Acts, 1882 to 1890, or this Act, and the capital money, if any, arising
on the disposition had been paid to the trustees.

(3) The foregoing provisions of this section operate to confirm all dispositions made
before the commencement of this Act, but not so as to render invalid or prejudice
any order of the court, or any title or right acquired before the commencement of this
Act, and operates without prejudice to any appointment already made by the court of
trustees of a settlement, and to the power of the court in any case hereafter to make
any such appointment.


